Abstract-The ATLAS experiment, operational at the new LHC collider, is fully simulated using a Geant 4-based simulation program within the ATLAS Athena framework. This simulation software is used for large-scale production of events on the LHC Computing Grid as well as for smaller-scale studies. Simulation of ATLAS requires many components, from the generators that simulate particle collisions to packages simulating the response of the various detectors and triggers. The latest developments in the saga of ATLAS simulation have been focussed on better representation of the real detector, based on first LHC data, and on performance improvements to ensure that event simulation is not a limiting factor in ATLAS physics analyses. The full process is constantly monitored and profiled to guarantee the best use of available resources without any degradation in the quality and accuracy of the simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ATLAS experiment [1] on the CERN Large Hadron Collider [2] is an exceptionally large, complex, and sophisticated particle detector designed to elucidate the mechanisms of electroweak symmetry breaking, and to investigate physics beyond the Standard Model at the collider energy frontier. As with any experimental endeavour, two major tasks in an experimental analysis are to a) design the analysis for maximal sensitivity to the hypothetical process of interest, and b) to understand the effects of the detector on measurements, and to accurately compensate for these effects to provide experimental measurements as close as possible to physical truth. These are by no means trivial tasks, especially for a detector such as ATLAS: a 25 m by 45 m, 7000 ton cylinder of instrumented particle detection hardware with ∼ 100M readout channels. Understanding measurements made, or to be made, with this device requires highly differential simulation of every aspect of detector operation, e.g.
• the electromagnetic and hadronic interactions of various high-energy particles with the detector material, including electromagnetic and hadronic showering; • accurate propagation of charged particles in the positiondependent ATLAS magnetic field; • modelling of detector readout and electronics, including dead-time and digitization effects; • pile-up of multiple pp interactions from the interacting proton bunches, in the same and surrounding bunch crossings as the modelled event; • and further backgrounds from e.g. cosmic rays penetrating the ∼ 100 m of rock above the detector, and therAt University of Edinburgh. Talk on behalf of the ATLAS collaboration. malised neutrons in the experimental cavern interacting with the ATLAS muon system.
This plethora of tasks is undertaken by the ATLAS detector simulation code [3] , based on Geant 4 [4] , which has been developed in parallel with the design, construction, and commissioning of the detector itself. This note summarises the ATLAS simulation infrastructure and the response of the detector simulation to the first year of ATLAS data-taking.
II. SIMULATION INFRASTRUCTURE
The ATLAS simulation system is built as an application in the ATLAS Athena framework. This application is actually a concatenation of many distinct processing stages, as shown in Figure 1 : starting with fundamental event simulation, interactions of the final state particles with the detector are then simulated, overlaid, and finally digitised to provide a representation equivalent to that coming from the real detector. Simulated and real events are then reconstructed via the same process, but with the possibility in simulation to compare back to the "truth".
Hence the simulation of ATLAS events starts with a variety of event generator codes, each of which is interfaced to Athena and is applied for a specific set of specialist fundamental physics processes. These generators include general-purpose event generators, particle guns, cosmic ray and cavern background simulators, and specialised fundamental process simulators covering physics from Standard Model QCD and EW physics through to TeV-scale black hole production/decay, various forms of supersymmetry, single-top production, anomalous vector boson couplings, and so-on. All the Athena event generator interfaces produce event records in the HepMC format, which are written to the transient event store and eventually to disk via POOL/ROOT persistency mappings. Event filters may be applied at the transient event stage to apply additional conditions to the produced events, such as requirement of charged leptons above a certain p T : this mechanism is mainly useful for complex final-state cuts which are not natively supported in the generator code being used. As unfolding of SM backgrounds to new physics processes is most accurate when the SM physics matches that seen by ATLAS, there is an active programme of event generator tuning within ATLAS and in the wider collider phenomenology community.
The second stage of simulation processing is the simulation of detector interaction with the products of the fundamental interaction. With the exception of a few long-lived particles, all produced hadrons have formed and decayed at the event generator stage, without any significant probability of material interactions. However, as they propagate through the detector layers, starting in the silicon central tracker and passing through the drift tube outer tracker, the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and the muon system, these interactions are precisely what make up the detector picture of the event. The simulation of these interactions is performed again as an Athena application, using Geant 4 (G4) for material interactions and generation of hits, C++ Athena elements for transient-persistent storage, logging, etc., and the Athena Python interface for job configuration and application control. Before handing over to G4, the HepMC events are smeared, rotated and boosted according to a beam spot parameterisation taken from the ATLAS conditions database, providing fullysimulated events with a realistic distribution of interaction points. At this stage, each pp interaction is still treated independently, and results in a collection of G4 "hits".
The detector description is built from a geometry database and "GeoModel" interface, common to simulation and reconstruction applications, and is processed into G4 geometry objects by the Geo2G4 service. The geometry database includes tagged variants on the ATLAS detector such as extra material and subdetector element misalignments, and the detector description is regularly incremented to include improved descriptions in response to data/MC comparisons. As well as the ATLAS geometry and its variants and incremental improvements, the simulation framework supports several very distinct geometries such as the historical calorimeter test beam layouts, and "open detector" geometries from the cosmic ray commissioning phase during the ATLAS detector's construction: these are shown in Figure 2 .
The representation of objects such as the ATLAS magnetic field map is achieved in Athena via the Framework for ATLAS Detector Simulation (FADS), which augments the appropriate G4 objects with extra methods, allowing their use as Athena/Gaudi "configurables". The subdetectors have special simulation objects, for optimal processing, and each exists in a separate G4 region to allow distinct handling of simulation strategies. The LAr calorimeter is a good example of why custom handling is necessary: hadronic showers produce so many G4 hits that they would unnecessarily bloat the stored hits records in memory and on disk. By grouping G4 hits into output hits representative of detector resolution, the simulation performance is greatly improved.
The initialisation of the G4 simulation framework, including definition of region envelopes, sensitive detectors, etc. is performed via a 3-stage Python-controlled mechanism. Several design aspects of this mechanism were based on an initial desire to perform interactive simulation at an Athena command prompt. In practice, this feature is little-used, with almost all event simulation taking place in the massive ATLAS central MC productions, and so work is underway to refactor the control of the simulation application, greatly reducing the complexity along with volume of code and opportunities for bugs and unexpected behaviours. The configuration mechanism provides a simple "flags" mechanism for control of simulation parameters e.g. random seeds, choice of G4 physics lists, or the choice of parameterised response of the LAr calorimeters.
The version of Geant 4 used in production by ATLAS is 9.2.patch02.atlas04 -the "atlas04" part is a reference to a set of (at present) 12 patches applied by ATLAS on top of the upstream patch #2 of G4 9.2. These patches either provide ATLAS-specific functionality -such as the G4AtlasRK4 field stepper which will be mentioned later -or are fixes for bugs either reported by or affecting ATLAS. As many of these patches are provided by G4 developers, or are fed back into the G4 release process, this patched version of G4 has more in common with the vanilla 9.2.patch03 or even 9.3 releases.
Variants of G4 9.3 and 9.4β have been used for some time in ATLAS for non-production commissioning and testing: due to the effort required to cleanly port the full set of ATLAS patches to a new upstream release, the plan is for the next ATLAS G4 version "reset" to be to the 9.4 series, entirely bypassing 9.3 for production use.
The final stage of simulation is the digitisation, which we do not describe in detail here. It is at this stage that the hits from a signal event are overlaid with background process hits; these processes include beam-spot-smeared minimum bias "pile-up" interactions, including those from previous bunch crossings. The response of each subdetector element is then simulated in appropriate detail to create raw data object (RDO) files equivalent to those from the read-out drivers of the real experiment. Much of the core digitisation activity is currently focussed on the memory demands of high-luminosity digitisation for the ATLAS upgrade, and the implementation of more detailed background simulation such as accelerator bunch structure and overlay of simulated and real events.
The ultimate use-case for ATLAS simulation is the annual mass production of simulated events using the LHC Computing Grid. This effort produces of the order of 500M fullysimulated events with a failure rate ∼ 10 −6 : producing almost 10M events per day is an extraordinary computational feat, as each event requires of order 1000 CPU seconds. For reference, the ATLAS detector itself stores triggered & filtered events at a rate of ∼ 1M/hour.
III. SPECIAL-CASE SIMULATIONS
Most event types are simulated as described above, but there are a variety of special cases which require more specialised treatment. The most obvious forms of special case are those which require special particle transport, such as cavern background and cosmic rays. Cavern background is the flux of low energy thermal neutrons on the outer parts of the ATLAS detector such as the muon chambers, which requires special treatment. Simulation of the cavern neutrons is periodically done using the FLUKA radiation transport package [5] , with incidences on the muon system stored in a track record which is later passed to G4 via a special particle gun-like event generator. The inefficiency of the simulation -a combination of both acceptance effects and the need for the time-consuming high-precision neutron physics list -means that there is active development on a replacement cavern background method. Cosmic rays require a similar treatment, although thankfully without the need for the HP physics list: the acceptance rate of surface-incident cosmic muons to actually reach ATLAS is relatively low, and so again a vetoing and track-record stage is applied before using a special cosmic generator to generate the detector hits for cosmics events. The development of reverse Monte Carlo methods in Geant 4 9.3 (see these proceedings) may be of use to streamline these procedures.
Recently, there has been activity to add more of the forward detectors to the ATLAS detector simulation. In normal running, there is a pseudorapidity cut in the simulation at 6 units, which requires extension to 8 units for inclusion of the Zero Degree Calorimeter and LUCID detectors, with a corresponding increase in simulation CPU. Use of frozen shower methods (see later) for more efficient simulation of the forward region may alleviate this issue. The very forward detector, ALFA, is located 240 m down the beam-pipe from the interaction point: a special particle transport code and extension of the G4 detector envelope is required to transport elastically scattered protons down the beam-line for G4 hit simulation.
Exotic physics also requires special treatment: certain configurational corners of R-parity-violating AMSB and GMSB supersymmetry predict coloured SUSY particles with longenough lifetimes that they can hadronise: these are collectively referred to as R-hadrons. These are simulated with special long-lived G4 particle implementations, but in same cases can even come to a halt in the detector, decaying in a later bunch crossing. The simulation of these "stopped gluinos" is currently in development -the initial method is a twostage simulation, whereby a first G4 run produces an event record with stopped gluinos whose positions are extracted, then a second round of event generation is run to decay the stopped particles. The timestamps are then wrapped back into the principle bunch crossing and G4 is run again on the decay constituents. High-charge Q-balls and magnetic monopoles also require special treatment, the latter actually triggering a different equation of motion in the G4 field stepper system from the one normally used for particle propagation.
In the interests of maintainability, development efforts in the core simulation are directed toward making these special cases less special: for example, we intend that future stopped gluino simulation will bring the exotic particle decay "in-house", with the stopping positions being extractable from the event record for MC analysis purposes, to avoid the current anomalous and fragile multi-stage processing.
IV. FAST SIMULATION STRATEGIES
Not all physics studies require full Geant 4 simulation, and some simply require statistics which are unfeasible with G4 simulation computational requirements. In such cases, ATLAS has a variety of fast simulation strategies to provide more approximate event simulation with a fraction of the resources. The simplest, relevant for tracking-based analyses, is just to turn off all subdetectors but the inner tracker -the lack of need for simulation of calorimeter showering greatly speeds up the event simulation. For full-detector simulation, there are three further fast simulation approaches, at different levels of approximation:
• ATLFAST-I: this is not a G4 simulation at all, but actually a parameterised smearing of HepMC events into reconstruction objects such as jets and leptons: it also bypasses the full reconstruction as it has no awareness of detailed detector geometry or hit/digit production. Primarily used for physics sensitivity studies, e.g. in SUSY analyses.
• ATLFAST-II: a fast simulation which uses G4 but with fast implementations of the tracking and calorimeter showering (FATRAS and FastCaloSim respectively -see entries in these proceedings).
• Fast G4: normal G4 simulation but with use of pregenerated "frozen shower" libraries. These are hadronic and EM shower templates simulated using G4. They are specific to particle species and binned in η and energy, and are inserted into the hits record for incident particles below a certain energy in place of a full low-energy shower simulation.
The relative speeds of tt event simulation using the normal G4 simulation, ATLFAST-II, and the fast G4 sim are shown in Figure 3 : an order of magnitude in timing separates full G4 simulation and ATLFAST-II. ATLFAST-I is far faster again, at much less than a second per event, but its results are far less differential or realistic than those from the G4-based approaches.
V. DATA/SIM COMPARISON AND TUNING
Much recent effort has been expended on improvement of the ATLAS detector material and geometry model to more closely resemble the real detector. These modifications have taken many forms -a quintessential example is the feedback from the early minimum bias analyses in which a discrepancy between data and MC events highlighted the absence of several inner tracker service panels. Another interesting example is the gravitational deformation of the forward calorimeter: a sag of 1 mm was induced by its own weight -this was again noticed in data.
The overall story, however, is that the description of detector geometry by the simulation framework is extremely good: Figure 4 shows the near-exact match of predicted and actual average number of hits in the Pixel and SCT detectors as a function of η, and the level of detail in the GeoModel model of the inner detector is exemplified by the comparison of a detail in the first Pixel detector layer in terms of mapped secondary interactions, shown for both data and MC in Figure 5 .
MC production checks and physics analyses have also highlighted issues in the G4 physics models -for example, production of anomalously high-energy jets with no truthmatch in γ + Pb → π + π − + X processes, and massive energy non-conservation in π + + He → p p + X processes: this latter produced a pair of protons each with 47 TeV of energy! These issues have been fixed in both ATLAS and upstream G4, and an energy conservation checker will be added to the ATLAS simulation framework as an early-warning mechanism for such violations. 
VI. PERFORMANCE AND MONITORING
Historically, the CPU required for simulation was the bottleneck in production of fully-simulated and reconstructed MC events, resulting in a campaign to improve the simulation software performance. A consequence of this is that all new ATLAS software releases and new test versions of G4 are run through a suite of performance tests using standard pregenerated MC events ranging from specific particle and energy particle guns to full physics events for processes from minimum bias QCD to tt and a benchmark SUSY point. Example plots from this performance monitoring are shown in Figure 6 -the trends are all desirable since the 15-series releases: the big increase in CPU in the release 13 series was due to use of the more accurate but less performant QGSP BERT physics list. Patching of this physics list has resulted in improved performance, and also reduction in memory churning heap allocations [6] .
Performance-enhancing developments continue to be sporadically applied, for example the use of floats rather than doubles can have a significant impact in some situations where the precision is experimentally irrelevant. But our final point of focus is on systematic efforts within ATLAS and G4 to improve the performance of stepping particles through the ATLAS magnetic field map. In benchmark tests it would find that a full 20% of simulation CPU time was spent in field stepper methods. The conventional ODE solver for field stepping in G4 is the ClassicalRK4 stepper -an adaptive Runge-Kutta 4th order stepper which uses 11 field points to calculate the end-point and error of each step. Field calls are extremely expensive, so this is ripe for optimisation. Two complementary approaches have been pursued: first, a new "AtlasRK4" stepper was developed with analytic propagation of the error: in this stepper only 4 field calls are required per step. Further improvement is obtained via the stepper intrinsically caching the last field value within a given radius, which can further reduce the number of "real" field calls for short steps. A plot of CPU time for events with the classical and ATLAS RK steppers is shown in Figure 7 : around 13% of CPU is saved by using this replacement stepper, with negligible impact on accuracy. A further iteration of this idea, which only requires two calls, has been implemented in G4 9.3 as the NystromRK4 stepper, and is being commissioned for production use by ATLAS.
The second approach to field stepper optimisation is to actually use different steppers for different types of step. This is achieved by using a special proxy stepper called the "stepper dispatcher" (SD): on receiving a proposed step size for a particle at a given energy, the SD will decide whether to use an RK4 stepper or a far faster but more approximate helical constant-field stepper. The helical stepper is used for low-energy particles which propose short steps: the main target application is electrons in the LAr calorimeter. Initial studies using the classical RK4 stepper indicated significant performance gains just by using the shoft const-field stepper for very soft and very short tracks: this situation is currently being re-evaluated for use of the more efficient AtlasRK4 and NystromRK4 steppers for long steps and with field caching, but has the potential to improve simulation CPU performance by another few percent points.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The ATLAS simulation framework has been briefly presented: this framework is based primarily on the integration of Geant 4 into the ATLAS Athena framework, using a common detector geometry to that used in data event reconstruction, but also includes handling of custom geometries and non-G4 fast simulation methods. Early LHC data has been used to improve the detector description in simulation, which is now excellent for the inner tracker. Full event simulation is a CPUintensive process, and a long-term effort has greatly improved the performance of the simulation, which is no longer the bottleneck for the massive LHC Grid-based ATLAS MC simulation productions. Performance monitoring and optimisation continue to be major simulation tasks, along with extension of the simulation system to include forward detectors and novel mechanisms of particle transport for exotic and not-so-exotic purposes.
